
Dividend policy stipulated in the articles of association：
1. The company may by an Ordinary Resolution declare dividends,

but no dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the

directors.

2. (a) The company’s annual profit, if any, should be allocated at

least one percent (1%) of employee’s bonus, by board

resolution issuance of stock or cash distribution, which were

issued include the employees of parents or subsidiaries of the

company; and should be allocated 3 percent (3%) or less for

the remuneration to directors and supervisors. Employee’s

bonus and remuneration to directors and supervisors should

assign the proposal to report the shareholders’ meeting. The

company may retain any profit on which the company has

accumulated losses. Subject to the provision hereinafter

satisfy, balance of profit shall be payable as employee's

bonus and remuneration to directors and supervisor in

proportion to the ratio mentioned.

(b) The company’s annual profit after final counts shall first (1)

be deposited for amounts of taxes to be paid subject to

applicable laws; and (2) offset prior and accumulated loss.

The profit remaining (“Remaining Profit”) after the deposit

and offset above as well as the deposit of statutory or special

reserve as resolved by board meeting. Amounts of

Remaining Profit that is remaining after distributions above

together with the accumulated and undistributed profit of the

former year may be distributed to shareholders by a

shareholder meeting according to the board’s distribution

proposal that shall be resolved according to the company’s

business development.

(c) The company’s Remaining Profit after deductions of the

deposit of statutory or special reserve shall be distributed to

shareholders not less than twenty percent (20%) of such

deducted Remaining Profit, and the cash dividends to be

distributed by shares shall not less than ten percent (10%) of

the aggregated dividend.

(d) The company may from time to time pay to the members

interim dividends pursuant to an ordinary resolution passed

in a general meeting.


